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Question 1: Does the Trust have an agreement or contract with a Patient Power or NHS

approved licensee to provide bedside telephone/television units? If so, I would

like to know which company provides these services; when the agreement or

contract was signed; and for how long the agreement or contract will be in

place?

Answer 1: Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust does not have an agreement or

contract with Patient Power or other NHS approved licensee to provide

telephone/television units

Question 2: Do any clauses in the agreement or contract relate to the use of mobile

phones within the hospitals under the management of the Trust, and if so,

what is the exact wording of the clause(s)?

Answer 2: N/A

Question 3: What is the Trust’s policy on the use of mobile phones within the hospitals

under the management of the Trust, and when were written guidelines

introduced?

Answer 3: Please find attached a copy of the current policy produced in October 2007

which is currently under review.

 Mobile Communications Policy
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Question 4: Did the Trust consult with the company providing and operating bedside units

when compiling the Trust’s policy on the use of mobile phones after guidelines

were issued by the Department of Health in January 2009?

Answer 4: N/A

Question 5: What are the charges made to patients for the use of the bedside units (for

telephone and television usage)?

Answer 5: N/A

Question 6: Is the Trust able, under the terms of the agreement or contract, to advise or

request changes to the prices charged for usage of the bedside units?

Answer 6: N/A

Question 7: Has the Trust ever tried to initiate changes to the pricing of telephone and

television usage on the bedside units? If so, when, and for what reason?

Answer 7: N/A

Question 8: Have the charges for making or receiving calls, or watching the television,

changed since the introduction of the bedside units at hospitals managed by

the Trust? If so when, and by how much?

Answer 8: N/A

Question 9: Has the Trust received any complaints from patients about the bedside units?

If so, I would like to know how many complaints have been received; when;

and what exactly the complaints related to?

Answer 9: N/A

Question 10: Is the cleaning of the bedside units the responsibility of the Trust or of the

company operating the units?

Answer 10: N/A

Question 11: Does the Trust generate any income from the agreement or contract with the

provider of the bedside units? If so, how much is this worth annually, and

under what terms is the income received?

Answer 11: N/A
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Question 12: Please could you also send me a copy of the agreements or contracts that

have been signed between the Trust and the company/companies that have

provided bedside telephone/television units.

Answer 12: N/A


